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Stray light characterisation and correction of
hyperspectral imagers are needed for their use in
remote sensing applications. This presentation
describes such a work carried out in collaboration
between PTB and DLR. A hyperspectral
instrument of DLR was characterised and
corrected for the spectral-spatial stray light effects
using the tuneable laser setup PLACOS at PTB.

INTRODUCTION

Hyperspectral sensors for airborne remote sensing of
the Earth's surface have become a commercial
commodity. As they are used for method
development for spaceborne imagers, the same level
of scrutiny needs to be applied to the calibration and
characterization of the devices in both cases.

Large systematic errors caused by stray light
have been reported for some hyperspectral
instruments (ROSIS, SeaWIFS) [1, 2]. This
information motivated an investigation of the stray
light properties in flight geometry of a hyperspectral
instrument operated by DLR in a way that would
allow a subsequent correction of this effect in the
measurement data [3, 4]. An instrument chosen for
the studies was the HySpex VNIR-1600 of NEO [5],
one of the two devices acquired for the development
of physically-based inversion algorithms,
atmospheric corrections, for calibration/validation
activities as well as for the preparation of the EnMAP
mission [6]. Furthermore, a quantification of the stray
light properties is essential for an assessment of the
measurement uncertainties.

In this contribution, measurements of the stray
light characteristics of the instrument of DLR using
the  PLACOS  facility  at  PTB  [7]  as  well  as  a
derivation of a correction tensor and the validation of
the applied corrections will be discussed.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

The essential properties of the instrument with an
expander lens that is normally used during airborne

operations and approximately doubles the
instrumental field-of-view (FOV) are listed in Table
1. Additional information about the sensor and other
characterization results can be found in [8].
Table 1. Properties of the HySpex VNIR-1600 instrument
with the FOV expander. The values for spectral bandwidth
and the IFOVs are valid only at the center of the FOV and
degrade toward the edges of the FOV.

HySpex VNIR-1600
Detector technology Si CCD
Spectral range 416 nm – 992 nm
Spectral sampling interval 3.6 nm
FOV 34.5
IFOV (across track) 0.37 mrad
IFOV (along track) 0.5 mrad
Pixels 1600
Channels 160

To match the geometry requirements of the
hyperspectral instrument during the stray light
characterisation, a high quality mirror collimator with
a focal length of 750 mm and a clear aperture of 100
mm was used. A 0.5 mm slit at the focal point of the
collimator  was  irradiated  by  a  fiber  bundle  (see
Figure 1).  The laser  beam was coupled into the fiber
using a micro-lens beam homogeniser. By turning the
HySpex VNIR instrument and tuning the laser
wavelength, any detector pixel within its FOV could
be targeted (see Figure 2) yielding line spread
functions  (LSF)  both  in  the  spatial  and  the  spectral
domains (see Figures 3 and 4). The measurements
were  carried  out  at  seven  angular  positions  (spatial
pixels) throughout the whole spectral range of the
instrument. Based on the recorded LSFs, a tensor for
the stray light correction was determined following
the  approach  of  [3,  4].  To  cope  with  the  large
amounts of data, the 2D data of the hyperspectral
sensor was interpolated and binned in the spatial
domain reducing the dimensions of the data frames
from 1600*160 to 16*160. Details on the necessary
data processing steps and results of the validation
measurements will be presented at the conference.
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Figure 1. Arrangement of the instruments during the
stray light characterisation of HySpex VNIR-1600.

Figure 2. Dark value-corrected signal of the
instrument; pixel No. 308 is irradiated at 430 nm.

Figure 3.  LSF of spectral channel No. 5 (430 nm) in
the spatial domain.

Figure 4. LSF of pixel 308 in the spectral domain.
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